Abstract
Introduction -the application
Vision systems are key elements for several industrial and scientific applications. For space and in particular for the assembly and maintenance of the new International Space Station, vision is particularly crucial [ 11. Unfortunately, space is also a harsh and challenging environment for vision based automation. The presence of the sun or any other strong sources of light will adversely affect the quality of video images and consequently the overall system accuracy and reliability. Poor contrast between features on the object and background makes the images distorted and often impossible to analyse. Even under supervised operation and careful planning, the wide dynamic range of illumination in orbit is a challenging problem for any optical sensing device. Other environmental conditions like vacuum and temperature swings have also their own impact on the equipment performance and stability.
Conventional video and still cameras are attractive because of their ease of use, low maintenance, and simplicity of integration to existing equipment. However they also have serious limitations that will affect the overall system accuracy. As an example, the quality of the image of Figure 1 , although visually excellent is problematic for automated operation because of lost of details in the object structure, saturation, interference by the moving earth background, and shadows created by the sun or the shuttle. A very important and fundamental question for vision systems is how the whole physical acquisition process operates and not only the imaging device or the processing algorithms tested under ideal conditions. Although there is a desire for a single imaging system to perform all functions, this is still far from being possible [ 2 ] . Considering that the laws of physics can't be broken, what is the maximum accuracy obtainable with a given system? For example, even in the presence of a perfect optical system, diffraction is a lower limit; resolution is given by the Airy disk radius rather than by the number of pixels on the CCD.
Normal conditions Target shadowing
The shuttle Space Vision System [ 3 ] uses Inconel targets on sections of the International Space Station to compute the pose (6 DOF) of the different modules for part alignment during assembly. Sub-pixel target centroids are feed to the photogrammetry based photosolution algorithm to obtain the pose of the object [4] . Inconel targets are used rather than the natural features of the object to increase system accuracy. Accuracies of 1 cm in translation and 0.1 deg in rotation at a distance of 10-15 m are obtained, a requirement from NASA. Since sub-pixel centroid detection is needed for accurate measurement, any missing and/or light distorted targets or object features will adversely affect the performances of any photogrammetric and/or stereoscopic based vision systems. Furthermore, since the laser scanner provides range data, geometrical processing and tracking algorithms become key elements in making the whole system robust. The inhomogeous and anisotropic behavior of the measurement error distributions of a triangulation based laser scanners, although known, is still poorly understood and often neglected. Basically, the measurement uncertainty of triangulation-based systems is inversely proportional to the inverse of range squared and the accuracy is highly affected by the pointing origin of the deflection system (or by analogy, the lens principal point in the case of a video camera based sensors). There are advantages of using the homogeneous UVW spherical 206 coordinate system for both geometrical target processing and pose estimation. These are covered in this paper.
Since the whole system is important, and not only the specifics of the processing algorithms, we will present the proposed method in a rather general format. Section 2 will quickly introduce the laser scanner solution and some of the control aspects developed for this project. Sections 3 and 4 will cover the acquisition geometry and target tracking method. One of the important feature of the proposed method is to combine in a single unit different ranging and object pose estimation techniques. Section 6 will concentrate on two 3D-pose estimation methods: using triangulation and the calibrated XYZ spatial resection compatible with the current Finally, experimental results are presented in section 7 along with concluding remarks in Section 8.
coordinates of the targets, Space Vision System (SVS).
The laser tracking system
The range laser scanner approach offers the potential of being 100% operational throughout the ever-changing illumination conditions in orbit. The laser tracker used for this demonstration is shown in Figure 2 . It has two highspeed galvanometers and a collimated laser beam lo address individual points on an object. High-resolution images and excellent tracking accuracy are obtained. The electro-optical performances of the autosynchronized laser scanner used in this paper and the analysis of system sensitivity to sun interferences have been presented in previous publications [5-61. Details of the laser scanner operations and its integration to the SVS system for tracking operation appear in reference [7] .
The laser scanner optics is diffraction limited and the image of the laser spot on the CCD is always in focus for the whole operating volume. The combined advantages of small instantaneous FOV, optical interference filters, and dedicated signal processing minimizes the effect of sun interferences-on the video signal [6] . Real-time tracking of geometrical targets is shown in Figure 3 using Lissajous figures. In this paper a target is defined as either geometrical and/or intensity features on an object. The tracker addresses sequentially individual targets on the object as shown in Figure 4 . Very high resolution and excellent pointing accuracy are obtained, 40 p a d for a FOV of 40 deg x 30 deg [5, 7, 8] . This is equivalent to a 14000 x 10000 elements CCD imager. Dimensions of the scanner are 27 cm x 18 cm x 10 cm. Different laser wavelengths have been tested, from eyesafe wavelength of 1.5 pm with, infrared at 820 nm, and green at 532 nm, with minor modifications to the electrooptics, interference filters, and coatings of the mirrors, lens and windows.
In [7] and in Figure 4 , tracking of retro-reflective targets was used to demonstrate the operation of the laser scanner. The system can now geometrically track Black on White, White on Black, and simple geometries, as well 
Range measurement and geometrical target processing
Using triangulation, the laser scanner system can measure range information (x,y,z) for each voxel (3D volumetric element) in its field of view [9] . Here, we will use the simplified model illustrated in Figure 5 to model range measurements using triangulation and to associate geometrical tracking and object pose estimation. We will use the error model as the basis to demonstrate the purpose of using the scanner coordinate system UVW for geometrical tracking and pose estimation. Figure 5 , assuming a simplified aberration-free model, a vergence reduced to 0 (both laser and optical axis point to infinity) and setting R=zlcos(B), range R can be calculated as:
From [9] and from
(1)
where f is the focal length of the imaging lens, d is the triangulation base, 8 is the deflection angle parallel to the x-axis, and p is the position of the imaged laser spot of the position sensor [6, 9] . The x-y-z coordinates of a point are where 8 and 4 are the deflection angles, and p D g / R where Dg is the separation between the two scanning mirrors (or axis). Full model calibration is given in [9] but since we are here mostly interested with measurement uncertainty, the error analysis from equation 2 is more than sufficient.
Because Dg<<R, error propagation calculations (in triangulation mode) can be approximated by
(3)
Obviously the system astigmatism created by Dg, and the overall system distortions are not negligible and will introduce bias in the measurements for pose estimation. However for random noise analysis and geometrical tracking equation 3 is still a very good approximation. The total errors across the field of view of the laser scanner become:
where Ap is the laser spot position uncertainty limited mostly by the laser speckle, notice the RZ dependence of the error. For medium to long range, the total system error, for each x-y-z coordinate, is mostly contributed by range error measurement AR, i.e., dp the uncertainty associated with the laser spot measurement [6, 9] .
Real-time tracking -Lissajous patterns
Real-time tracking of targets or geometrical features on an object is implemented using Lissajous patterns [:5] by driving the two axis galvanometers with sine waves of different frequencies (Figure 3) . Lissajous patterns are used to efficiently scan objects at refresh rates exceeding the bandwidth of the mechanical deflection system. Tracking speed several orders of magnitude faster than using the more conventional raster imaging, is obtained.
As an example at a sampling frequency of 15 kHz, a 128
x 128 raster image will take a little over 1 sec per target while a 256 points Lissajous pattern will take only 17 msec. Furthermore, the Lissajous tracking pattern is a kj-y feature to increase angular accuracy by using the natural inertia of the deflection system to average out pointing noise. Figure 4 shows the multiple targets tracking process. The tracking system is programmed to sequentially scan different sections of the object. Errors introduced by the measurement are always minimized because the scanner automatically centers and optimizes the size of the tracking patterns based on the measured target to object distance, for each target individually. Furthermore, the laser spot position sensor sensitivity and laser power are optimized on a per target basis.
The geometrical tracking principle uses both the 3D range and intensity information on the Lissajous pattern to (a) identify targets on the object or any useful geometrical feature, and (b) to discriminate the target from its background (Figure 3) . Although it seems a-priori that intensity reflectance should be sufficient to locate the targets, in practice this is far from reality since target reflectivity is highly dependant on surface material, angle of incidence on the surface, specular reflections, and ambient illumination. B/W (or intensity) targetdfeatiire tracking brings very interesting and practical challenges for automated target detection: target illumination and poor contrast between the targets and their surrounding background, specular reflections created by metallic structures defects and non-uniformity of the target surfaces, 0 variations in the material reflectivity between targets (retro, B/W, WB), target incident angles, ambient intensity variations and shadows introduced by the Sun, target occlusions.
At a wavelength of 820 nm or at 1.5 pm, the signal ratio between the white target and its darker background varies between 2:l and 1.5:l depending on the incident angle of the laser beam (10:l for Inconel material). Other interesting dynamic signal ratios are non-uniform signal response of the "dark" background and vignetting (3:1), variations of reflectivity versus surface incident angle (4: I), specularity of non-diffusing surfaces (>20: l), ambient light and shadows (3:1), variation of target reflectivity with range (>100:1). The system must therefore exhibit equivalent SNR of more than lo4 to 10' of dynamic range, far exceeding the 256:l ratio of conventional frame grabbers and the 20:l of electronic shutters. This is accomplished here by dynamically varying the laser power and the sensitivity of the laser spot position sensor on a per target basis, and by automatic compensation of the non-linear dynamics of the scanning system. environment. To simplify the discussion, we are assuming that most geometrical objects can be modeled using planar surfaces (or meshes). The equation of a plane is
However there is major drawback using quadratic error plane fitting in the XYZ coordinate system because x , y, and z are highly correlated with range R (equation 4). The use of the normal form O=ax+by+cz+d is not better.
Referring to Figure 8 , the distribution of the errors in the x-z plane is depicted with ellipses with varying dimensions in order to show the anisotropy and inhomogeneity of the distribution. Statistically, this will show as non-zero terms outside the diagonal of the error covariance matrix. Physically, this will be seen as noncontinuous profiles as illustrated in Figure 8 where we have retrograde motion in the x profile. Assuming a small angular scanning increment 68 (different than the error AB) then from equation (4) Even if the scanning is very uniform, retrograde motion (Ax<O) along the x profile will be introduced as shown in Figure 8 (and for y ) . This lost of profile continuity is seen for scanning angles 8 that meet the condition 
Real-time geometrical tracking
Because of the constraints of signal dynamic range (10' to 10' and Figure 7 ) geometrical range processing is the only reliable method to differentiate the target from its Of primary interest is the direct relationship between the raw measurements and the equation of a plane as illustrated in Figure 8 . Linear minimization techniques can then be efficiently used since the errors are constant for the whole volume. Furthermore, because U and v are mostly correlated with only the angles 9 and 0, the quadratic error minimization of equation 9 will not be illconditioned, of primary importance for real-time computation.
To further increase speed, assuming a change of coordinates $&&eo, and #=ppo and small sustained angles, equation 8 can be approximated using Only model-based calibration of the centroid of the target andlor the coefficients of the fit are needed for accurate pose estimation.
It is important to note that the inverse spherical coordinate system described here will be even better adapted to more conventional triangulation based plane of light sensors and/or the Biris method.
Several techniques can be used for plane extraction; the method we selected combines split and merge and outlier removal (robust fitting). And to further differentiate the B/W circular target itself from its immediate background, the intensity contrast was used locally. Although the best circle projected on the previously measured plane is ideal, we found that the centroid measurement was more than adequate because of the relative small size of the targets used in this demonstration. The w coordinate is obtained from the centroid u,v and equation 9.
Obviously the method can also be easily extended 1.0 any surfaces, corners, cube (intersections of surfaces).
Object pose evaluation
Object pose evaluation is a complex subject by itself and an in depth analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. We will rather provide here a qualitative analysis of the method from an empirical point of view based on similar concepts.
Assuming a set of known coordinates ( x~~,~~~, z~, ) on a rigid object, the expected location of these targets in the laser scanner 3D space (.?, j , 2) is given using: Figure 11 illustrates the two object pose evaluation concepts. Obviously, to obtain the desired pose accuracy, the data must first be calibrated using the complete laser scanner model. However since we are only calibrating the location of the centroid of the target, real-time constraints are much reduced. 
Experimental results
Lissajous scanning pattern data are more difficult to visualize since they do not correspond to the more "conventional" raster image and because of the small point density. Figure 12 shows a 3D geometrical profile of a target plane using 6 5 Lissajous pattern. The Black on White target in the lower right corner of Figure In order to compare the two pose estimation methods, the targets on the structure shown in Figure 7 were divided in three groups and the targets acquired over a period of twelve hours. Standard deviation of the pointing stability for the targets was 40 prad as opposed to 150 prad in [8] . Figure 13 shows the results of the object pose model (simulation) using the previous methods for a 1 m x 1 m array and for the targets of Figure 7 . Increased stability/resolution using the photogrammetric model UV, compared to X Y Z data is important. At the time of writing, work for the calibration of the laser scanner is still in progress and the absolute accuracy experimental results of the method were not available.
There are several key factors that must be considered when comparing the stability of the pose from the model data and these experimental results, the most important being the distribution and angular size of the targets. For the UVW method, the distribution of the targets on the structures of Figure 7 is definitely an advantage, providing a large triangulation base (Figure 11) . The model uses a regular target array of 1 m x I m, while the experimental data uses targets distributed within the whole FOV of the laser scanner. This gain is more important at longer range for the UV method and almost negligible for the X Y Z method. Size of the target and pointing accuracy are also important when compared to preliminary results obtained in [8].
From both the simulated model and experimental data, an increased in accuracy using resection is obvious. This clearly demonstrates the advantages of the combined methods, i.e. the use of a laser range scanner as a projective camera.
Conclusion
Real-time geometrical target processing and tracking in the laser scanner inverse spherical coordinate system has been presented. Using the homogenous UVW coordinates system, the high correlation normally obtained using the three axes x-y-z axis in the Cartesian coordinate system relative to the object distance R was minimized. The UVW coordinate system also eliminated the i ? dependency of range error, linearizing the error equations, and more important, eliminating the possibility of ill-conditioned systems of equations.
Based on the high-resolution pointing measurement and range information for each individual target, the estimation of the 3D poses of objects was also computed. Combining the ranging with the high pointing accuracy obtained using the Lissajous tracking pattern and photogrammetric methods (spatial resection), increased accuracy in the pose estimation of the object by approximately an order of magnitude was obtained. This compares advantageously to the more conventional methods using the XYZ Cartesian coordinate system.
To demonstrate the validity of the approach and to demonstrate high immunity to ambient illumination and sun interference, a 3D laser tracking system was used. Excellent geometrical tracking characteristics and pose measurement were experimentally obtained. Three types of targets have been tracked in real real-time using Lissajous scanning patterns: 1) Retro-reflective targets, 2) White on Black background, and 3) planar Black on White background, and 4) simple 3D geometrical targets. This combination makes the laser scanner compatible with the current Space Vision System (SVS) used by NASA.
Both geometrical and pose estimation techniques using the UVW coordinate system have also demonstrated that minimizing the error associated with the measurements (UVW) is much more efficient than minimizing the errors associated with the measurands XYZ.
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